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‘Wilde Essex’ Exhibition 
 
Finchingfield based gallery ‘Wonky Wheel’ will host a unique perspective on the Essex 

landscape by Thaxted artist Clare Wilde. 

 
The Essex landscape is traditionally underrated by artists in favour of more classically romantic 
areas, yet it has classical English beauty.  It is being lost through constant building of housing, roads 
and related sprawling infrastructure at an alarming rate. If people do paint Essex, they do the 
obviously cute bits and the character, listed buildings.  
 
In this series of work, Clare deliberately works on a small scale in order to ask people to really look, 
to draw your attention in to quiet, dream-like vistas that first appear relatively empty but if you take 
the time to really see, are filled with detail and colour.  
 
“I spend a great deal of time outside and every day I see a thousand paintings in the changing shape 
and light of one cloud, casting shadows on the meadow below; the light in a puddle with birds’ 
footprints in the mud beneath, in a field that once had a name; the kaleidoscopic colours of a single 
tree. One star in the early night sky, the wrinkled bark of our ancient boundary oaks, the gentle mists 
and fog with its land-enfolding shifts and drifts. I am constantly aware of how connected I am to the 
land, and how insignificant – if I spend the rest of my life painting, I will never have time to come 
close to trying to evoke the beauty around me. 
 
I rarely show my work publicly, tending to work quietly and alone, selling to a growing group of 
collectors. My work is held in collections across the UK as well as in France, South Africa, across the 
USA and in Canada and Australia.” 
 
The exhibition runs from the 8th of October to the 7th of November. 

About Wonky Wheel 

The gallery was set up to support local artists, and this summer we hosted four very different exhibitions 

for the very first time, whilst still having over fifty resident artists, makers and designer artwork on display 

during these exhibitions. The response to how we have curated the gallery this year has been 

overwhelming. We are so lucky to have selected some brilliant local artists for this unique setting 

overlooking the picturesque village of Finchingfield in Essex. 

When you come into the gallery and start browsing you will notice the light and warmth, with plenty of 

eye-catching artwork on offer. There is something for everyone at the gallery, whether it’s that piece of 

original local artwork that you have been looking for your home, a present for your sister or brother’s 

birthday, or just a unique gift.   

Items can also be bought online at the website www.wonky-wheel.co.uk. And for something totally 

unique the gallery can commission work from their local collection of artists. 

 

Contact: Mary Turley at Wonky Wheel 

Gallery, Finchingfield, CM7 4JS.                                          

(t) 07917 360 726  

(e) info@wonky-wheel.co.uk                          

(w) www.wonky-wheel.co.uk 


